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Case H00483: Substantial Alteration to the municipally registered heritage
property at 5241-5247 South Street, Halifax

ORIGIN
An application by WSP Canada Inc. (WSP), on behalf of Summer Wind Holdings Limited, to substantially
alter the municipally registered heritage property located at 5241-5247 South Street, Halifax. The property’s
principal heritage asset is the dwelling at 5241 South Street.

LEGISLATIVE AUTHORITY
Heritage Property Act, R.S.N.S. 1989, c. 199
17 (1)

Municipal heritage property shall not be substantially altered in exterior or public-building
interior appearance or demolished without the approval of the municipality.

(2) An application for permission to substantially alter the exterior or public-building interior
appearance of or demolish municipal heritage property shall be made in writing to the
municipality.
(3) Upon receipt of the application, the municipality shall refer the application to the heritage
advisory committee for its recommendation.
(4) Within thirty days after the application is referred by the municipality, the heritage advisory
committee shall submit a written report and recommendation to the municipality respecting
the municipal heritage property.
RECOMMENDATION ON PAGE 2
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(5) The municipality may grant the application either with or without conditions or may refuse
it.
(6)

The municipality shall advise the applicant of its determination.

By-law H-200, the Heritage Property By-Law
4.

The Committee shall, within the time limits prescribed by Council or the Act, advise the
Region respecting:
(c)

12.

applications to substantially alter the external appearance of or demolish a
municipal heritage property;

Applications for alteration of a registered heritage property shall be evaluated in
accordance with the Standards for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada, 2nd
Edition as set forth in Schedule ‘B-1’. The Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic
Places in Canada, 2nd Edition shall be used to interpret and apply the Standards.

RECOMMENDATION
It is recommended that the Heritage Advisory Committee recommend that Regional Council approve the
proposed substantial alteration to 5241-5247 South Street, Halifax, as set out in this report.

BACKGROUND
WSP, on behalf of Summer Wind Holdings Limited, have applied for a development agreement (HRM
Planning Case 22728) for 5241-5247 South Street, in addition to two abutting properties fronting on Harvey
Street (Map 1). 5241 South Street is a municipally registered heritage property known as Stairs House. The
applicant proposes to restore Stairs House and integrate it into a new eight-storey (plus penthouse) multiunit building on the consolidated property.
The alterations necessary to restore Stairs House and integrate it into the new development are significant
and will require substantial alteration approval under the Heritage Property Act.
Existing Site Context
The subject property is located on the northern side of South Street, west of the Barrington Street / South
Street intersection. The property, which is approximately 1,363 square metres (14,660 square feet) in area,
contains two multi-unit apartment dwellings: Stairs House, which fronts onto South Street; and a threestorey, multi-unit dwelling (5247 South Street) that was originally built as a rear stable in the 1800s.
The surrounding neighbourhood is defined by its established residential uses. The subject property is
flanked to the east and west along South Street by several multi-unit dwellings. Extending outward into the
neighbourhood, there is a wider variety of residential uses, ranging from single-unit to multi-unit dwellings.
There are two abutting residential properties that front onto Harvey Street that are included in the proposed
development: 5230 Harvey Street contains a single-unit dwelling; and 5240-5242-5244-5246 Harvey Street
has a multi-unit dwelling. It appears that both buildings pre-date 1865, though neither are municipally
registered heritage properties. The single-unit dwelling has been considerably modified and has little
heritage value. The multi-unit dwelling’s façade is largely intact; however, it projects into the public right-ofway and staff advise that it cannot feasibly be integrated into the proposed development.
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Heritage Value
Stairs House was added to the Registry of Heritage Property for the Halifax Regional Municipality in 1985.
While the subject property contains two dwellings, its registered status is directly tied to the principal
dwelling at 5241 South Street, which was constructed in 1838. The heritage value of Stairs House is derived
from its association with Halifax’s early suburban growth beyond the original town site, its connection to two
prominent Nova Scotians, and its Georgian architectural style (see Attachments A & B).
HRM Planning Case # 22728
The applicant has applied to discharge the pre-existing development agreement that regulates 5241-5247
South Street’s land uses and obtain a new development agreement to redevelop the lands outlined on Map
1. The applicant’s proposed development (see Attachments C through F) involves the following:
•

Consolidate three properties (Map 1);

•

Demolish three existing dwellings (5247 South Street, 5230 Harvey Street, and 5240-5242-52445246 Harvey Street);

•

Restore Stairs House (Attachment C); and

•

Construct an eight-storey (plus penthouse) multi-unit development on the rear portion of Stairs
House, which contains approximately 112 units.

The planning application (Case # 22728) will proceed concurrently with the substantial alteration application
and includes a public consultation component as well as a subsequent review by the Heritage Advisory
Committee (HAC), specifically to review the implications of the new development on the heritage property.
HAC’s review of the substantial alteration application should focus on the impact of the proposed changes
and the new construction on the heritage value of Stairs House.
Requested Substantial Alterations
The applicant is proposing to demolish the multi-unit dwelling at 5247 South Street, make significant
alterations to the rear portion of the principal dwelling, and restore the dwelling to its original form. This later
task includes removal of modern additions and the reinstatement of previously modified character-defining
elements. A detailed overview of the proposed substantial alterations is contained in Attachment C, while
a summary is provided below:
•

Remove the existing rear addition (c. 1863), reinstate the dwelling’s original two-storey height, and
construct a new eight-storey addition to the building’s rear elevation;

•

Partially restore the wooden-hipped roof and trim over the arched window on the western elevation;

•

Restore the original wooden-hipped roof and one of two original dormers on the northeast elevation;

•

Reinstate two original chimneys above the roofline, provided that stable bases remain inside;

•

Reinstate the original front porch, including the installment of classical detailing, curved stairs, iron
railings, and an eastern door; and

•

Remove the one-storey addition on the eastern elevation and reinstate the original open-porch.

The applicant’s restoration work is proposed to be consistent with the Standards and Guidelines and be
informed through the use of historical photographs.
The applicant is also proposing non-substantial alterations which include:
•

Repair or rehabilitate the building’s foundation & parging, masonry, structural members, original
windows, roofing materials, and wooden detailing;

•

Restore and/or reinstate wooden shingle siding (a portion of which exists under the vinyl exterior);

•

Replace modern windows with windows that are consistent with the historic place; and.

•

Paint exterior trim and siding.
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In-keeping with the Standards and Guidelines, the applicant intends to repair existing elements where
possible and replace when necessary with the aid of photographic evidence. Staff note that the applicant
intends to complete internal renovations and address building code issues. As such, staff suggest that the
proposed non-substantive alterations are acceptable and do not require Regional Council approval. These
proposed renovations are reviewed by heritage staff and approved by the Development Officer.
Substantial Alteration Legislation
In accordance with Section 17 of the Heritage Property Act (HPA), a substantial alteration to a municipal
heritage property requires Regional Council approval. The HPA defines a substantial alteration as “any
action that affects or alters the character-defining elements of a property”. The character-defining elements
of a property are defined as “the materials, forms, location, spatial configurations, uses and cultural
associations or meanings that contribute to heritage value and that must be sustained in order to preserve
heritage value.”
Heritage value is defined as “the aesthetic, historic, scientific, cultural, social or spiritual importance or
significance for past, present or future generations and embodied in character-defining materials, forms,
locations, spatial configurations, uses and cultural associations or meanings.” Therefore, a determination
on the appropriateness of a substantial alteration lies in its effect on the property’s unique heritage value
and character defining elements.
Heritage Value & Character-Defining Elements
To determine the appropriateness of a substantial alteration, a full understanding of the building’s heritage
value and character defining elements is required. As a point of reference, staff have prepared a heritage
building summary which outlines the heritage value and character defining elements for Stairs House (see
Attachment A). This summary was created using the historic information contained in HRM’s heritage
property files and the applicant’s heritage impact statement (see Attachment B).
The Standards and Guidelines for Historic Places in Canada (Standards and Guidelines) are used to
perform an analysis of the appropriateness of a substantial alteration’s impact on a property’s heritage
value and character defining elements. The Standards and Guidelines help to ensure that careful
consideration is given to how the proposed alteration may affect the heritage values and character defining
elements of the building.
Regulatory Context and Approval Process
In addition to the substantial alteration, the applicant is also pursuing a development agreement, as per the
criteria listed in Section 5.9 of the Regional Centre Secondary Municipal Planning Strategy. The applicant’s
development agreement application requires a public engagement program and approval from Halifax and
West Community Council. If Community Council approves the development agreement application, the
proposed development must meet the development agreement’s conditions in order to receive a
development permit.
If Regional Council refuses the requested substantial alteration to the heritage property, the owners may
choose to alter the heritage property three years after the date of the application, but not more than four
years after the date of the application, in accordance with Section 18 of the Heritage Property Act. Should
the substantial alteration plans be revised, a new substantial alteration application will be required, which
will start a new three-year waiting period.

DISCUSSION
The primary term for protecting historic places in Canada is conservation, which is described by the
Standards and Guidelines for the Conservation of Historic Places in Canada as “…all actions or processes
aimed at safeguarding the character-defining elements of an historic place to retain its heritage value and
extend its physical life”. Conservation may specifically involve preservation, rehabilitation, restoration, or a
combination of these actions. Applying the Standards and Guidelines to the development proposal requires
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an understanding of the approach to the project, and the character defining elements and heritage values
for the property (Attachment C).
Staff have completed an evaluation of the proposal using the Standards and Guidelines, and the results
are summarized in Attachment G. Regarding this case, conservation involves a combination of
preservation and rehabilitation actions to be completed to the heritage building and the construction of a
new building on the property.
Substantial Alterations
The proposed substantial alterations to the subject property are necessary to permit the construction of an
eight-storey residential development to the rear portion of Stairs House and complete significant restoration
efforts (as per Planning Case #22728).
5247 South Street
The three-storey dwelling at the property’s rear has a concrete basement, wooden frame above grade, and
is cladded in modern materials. The 1878 Hopkins Atlas indicates that the structure was once used as a
stable, and modern records show that it has been modified significantly during the past 140+ years. While
the dwelling may still contain portions of the original structure, staff advise the dwelling is not a character
defining element, and thus the proposed demolition is acceptable.
5241 South Street
The property’s heritage value is fundamentally linked to Stairs House itself. The original 1.5-storey Georgian
style cottage was constructed in 1838 and is an example of early suburban residential growth in Halifax.
Documentation and photographs show that the dwelling’s original form and many character defining
elements remain largely intact and well preserved. That being said, staff also acknowledge that the dwelling
has been noticeably altered several times and some notable features have been lost. The dwelling is
currently named after William James Stairs – a local businessman, banker, and politician, who was the
property’s second owner.
Staff advise that the removal of the existing rear and eastern additions is acceptable. These additions are
not original features, nor do they contain character defining elements or add heritage value to the property.
In fact, these additions resulted in the loss of several character defining elements during their construction.
Once the above-noted additions are removed, the dwelling will be largely restored to its original form, which
includes the re-instatement of several character defining elements that were previously lost (i.e., original
roof profile on the building’s rear half, rear dormer, front façade, eastern porch, etc.). Staff suggest that the
restored character defining elements will be consistent with this historic place, as they will be based on
early photographic evidence, and will have a positive impact on the property’s heritage value. Staff note
that this will result in the loss of a ground-storey bay window on the western elevation and a second-storey
bay window on the eastern elevation, though these are not original to the restoration period.
The applicant wishes to construct a modern eight-storey addition to the dwelling. This modern construction
has been designed in a manner that respects the heritage value of the heritage building. The proposed
addition as proposed will be:
• attached to the rear portion of the dwelling where no character defining elements are present;
• setback from the dwelling’s rear wall above the second storey; and
• orientated towards Harvey Street.
It is staff’s opinion that the addition is consistent with Standards 10 through 12 of the Standards and
Guidelines.
Conclusion
Staff advise that the proposed substantial alterations to the registered heritage property at 5241-5247 South
Street are acceptable. The demolition of the dwelling at 5247 South Street has no impact on the property’s
character-defining elements, as the property’s heritage value is associated with Stairs House, which will be
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restored and rehabilitated through this proposal. While the proposed alterations are significant, the
building’s character defining elements will not be adversely impacted and previously lost character defining
elements will be reinstated. Thus, it is staff’s view that the property’s heritage value will be enhanced.

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
The HRM costs associated with processing Case H00483 can be accommodated within the approved
2020/21 operating budget for Cost Centre C340 – Heritage and Social Policy. HRM is not responsible for
construction and renovation costs.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The community engagement process for a heritage registration is consistent with the intent of the HRM
Community Engagement Strategy. The level of community engagement was information sharing achieved
through public access to the required Heritage Advisory Committee meeting.

ALTERNATIVE
1. The Heritage Advisory Committee may recommend that Regional Council refuse the proposed
substantial alteration to 5241-5247 South Street, Halifax as proposed in this report and its
attachments.
2. The Heritage Advisory Committee may recommend that Regional Council approve the proposed
substantial alteration to 5241-5247 South Street, Halifax, as proposed in this report and its
attachments, with conditions and in so doing should provide reasons for the conditions based on
applicable conservation standards.

ATTACHMENTS
Map 1

Location Map

Attachment A
Attachment B
Attachment C
Attachment D
Attachment E
Attachment F
Attachment G

Heritage Building Summary
Heritage Impact Statement
Conservation Management Plan
Proposed Site Plan
Proposed Elevation Drawings
Proposed Building Renderings
Standards & Guidelines Evaluation

_________________________________________________________________________
A copy of this report can be obtained online at halifax.ca or by contacting the Office of the Municipal Clerk at
902.490.4210.

Report Prepared by:

Jesse Morton, Planner II, Heritage, 902.497.7655

_____________________________________________________________________________________________
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Attachment A:
Heritage Building Summary
5241-5247 South Street, Halifax (c.1838)
Character Defining Elements:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Georgian architectural style;
Symmetrical façade with five bays, central
porch entryway, and 6/6 windows;
1.5 storey profile and sloped gable roof on
the southern (front) portion of the dwelling;
Central pediment gable with Palladian
window;
Two uniform Scottish dormers;
Round headed window on western wall;
Second-storey bay window on the western
wall;
Ironstone foundation with plaster parging
and faux stonework coursing;
Brick chimney with four fumes; and
Wood shingle siding (exploratory work
confirmed its presence on a portion of the
building – Attachment C; page 4).

Heritage Value:
The property at 5241-5247 South Street was added to the Registry of Heritage Properties for the Halifax
Regional Municipality in 1985. The property’s principal heritage asset is the dwelling at 5241 South Street
that was constructed by Nova Scotian, Norman Fitzgerald Uniacke in 1838. Norman (who was the son of
the Attorney General of Nova Scotia, Richard John Uniacke) was a lawyer who was called to the Nova
Scotia bar in 1798 and the English bar in 1805. In 1809, he was named the Attorney General of Upper
Canada and in 1825 he was appointed as a Supreme Court judge of Lower Canada. In 1838, Uniacke
returned to Halifax, constructed the dwelling, and became a member of the Legislative Council until his
retirement in 1845.
The property is more commonly associated with its second owner, William James Stairs, who purchased it
in 1859. Stairs is closely linked to Nova Scotia’s commercial and political history. Stairs’ father, also named
William, was a successful businessman; William James joined his father’s business in 1834 and was
subsequently made a partner, during which time he diversified business interests and established a
prominent shipping division with a large fleet. Stairs’ other career highlights include: 15 years as the
president of the Union Bank of Canada (which his father created); a board member of the Halifax Gas Light
company; two terms as an alderman on the Halifax City Council; and member of the Nova Scotia Legislative
Council, where he was a close ally of Joseph Howe on the anti-confederation movement.
The principal dwelling, currently known as Stairs House, is an example of Halifax’s early suburban growth,
as the city expanded outward from its original grid. The wood dwelling, which was 1.5 storeys tall, is a
Georgian-influenced cottage. Stairs House embodies the Georgian style’s emphasis on classical and
symmetrical design; the façade is divided into five bays and contains aligned windows, a central entryway
and a pediment gable with Palladian window, which is flanked by two Scottish dormers. While the property
has been modified several times during its lifespan, its original form, along with most character defining
elements are largely intact.

Attachment B:
STAIRS HOUSE
HERITAGE IMPACT STATEMENT

19.11.06

Cover image: partial image of 1841 water colour by Alexander Cavalié Mercer1,
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Glenn Devanney, "Halifax in Watercolour, the Paintings of Alexander Cavalié Mercer 1838‐42" ,Nimbus Publishing, 2015, p.39
1
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INTRODUCTION
Architecture49 and WSP have been retained by Southwest Properties Limited to develop a preliminary
design for the property of the Stairs House and adjoining lands and structures spanning between South and
Harvey Streets in south end Halifax, for a residential redevelopment of the site. This report will examine the
design with respect to its compliance with the Province of Nova Scotia’s Heritage Property Act, and the City
of Halifax’s adopted Standards and Guidelines for the conservation of heritage properties.

The objectives of this report are to:



Provide a description of the existing site and buildings and outline an
understanding of their heritage value and character defining elements



Provide a history of the evolution of the site and buildings



Describe the proposed alterations to the site and how those
alterations meet the objectives of the City of Halifax and impact the
existing site.



Outline considered alternatives to the proposed design



Outline a schedule and reporting structure for the implementation of
the proposed heritage strategy and its monitoring



Provide a summary statement for this report and its heritage
recommendations.

2
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STAIRS HOUSE

HERITAGE DESIGNATION
The Stairs House, located at 5241 South Street2 was registered as a municipal heritage property in 1985. A
copy of the related Form A (1982 development agreement) and Form B are appended to this report. The
registration also included a research brief by Wayde Brown dated July 19, 1984, also appended, which will be
referenced in this report. As part of the proposed development two adjacent rear properties at 5230 and
5240-44 Harvey Street will be consolidated into the development site, and as such this report will also
consider these properties and buildings.

Stairs House South Street Elevation

STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE AND HERITAGE VALUE
The Stairs House, is a solid example of early 19th century residential suburban growth in Halifax as it
expanded away from the fortified original city grid. While it has endured some questionable additions
of form and material, and has been converted to multi-tenant use, it has retained its essential original
form, detailing and residential use, presenting to the street a clear image of a well-proportioned Georgian
cottage. The building can be regarded as one of the older remaining residential buildings in the southern
end of the city, built in 1838 by Norman Fitzgerald Uniacke, noted lawyer, judge and political figure,
and son of
2

Formerly number 19 South Street

4

prominent Nova Scotian Richard John Uniacke3, though the home is best known for its associations with the
second family to call it home, the Stairs family. William James Stairs who purchased the home in 1859, and
his father William Machin, are well known for their strong ties to Nova Scotia’s shipping,
banking, manufacturing and political past.4
Stairs House is valued as an early example of suburban expansion and residential architecture in
Halifax’s southern suburbs.

It is noted for its cottage form, and Georgian architectural style.

The

home is also important for its associations for its late owners; Uniacke, Stairs and later Judge Arthur
Drysdale.

CHARACTER-DEFINING ELEMENTS
As the current listing pre-dates the formal listing of Character-defining elements and characteristics, we
put forward the following relating to the Georgian style architecture of Stairs House including:
 Close, formal relationship with South Street, with historic back access to Harvey Street


One-and-a-half storey front volume with rear multi-storey volume and wing;



Georgian classical style and general symmetry;



Scottish dormers in the local tradition on front roof;



Palladian window in front central pediment gable;



symmetrical five bay front façade with central entrance porch with low sloped roof;



three original chimneys with two later rear chimneys (since removed or capped below roof line);



four, 6/6 windows on the front façade;



Tall western arched side window marking formal interior stair;



Western bay windows and smaller eastern bay window;



Ironstone foundation with exterior plaster parging with faux stonework coursing

Although not expressly protected by legislation, the building is also noted for its curved interior stair, and
generally remaining moldings, casings and trims, and surviving, albeit altered, original layout.

3

Wayde Brown, “Stairs House – South Street A Research Brief”, 1984, p.2
Refer to James D. Frost’s The Stairs Fleet of Halifax: 1788‐1926 for a good account of the family’s business and political
interests. http://www.cnrs‐scrn.org/northern_mariner/vol22/tnm_22_283‐308.pdf

4
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BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The Stairs House is situated on the north side of South Street with a southerly exposure facing the street.
The principle volume of the home is an approximately 62’ long by 46’ deep wood-framed storey and a half
cottage with front pedimented gable centering two Scottish styled dormers. A small Palladian window is
centered on the pediment and below sits a one storey flat roofed entry porch with entry currently on the
uphill side elevation. Windows flank the entry, two to either side.
To the rear, the eastern portion of the building’s roof has been raised to two storeys with a shallower roof
slope. To the west sits a wing extension, approximately 26’ wide and 28’ deep, originally two storeys, in
height, which has been later raised to three stories in height up to the main ridge line of the home.

Street view from the southwest showing rear wing with third floor addition

To the east of the home a narrow one storey wood frame addition has been added followed with a small
brick-clad addition. Both appear to be later early-to-middle-20th century additions.
Foundations appear to be largely original ironstone masonry construction, parged to the exterior, with faux
coursed stonework line work, with some later interior wall concrete and block wall additions.
The structure is assume to be wood framing based on observation, fire atlas entries and written
descriptions. H Gerald Stairs noted difficulties encountered by electricians during early conversions of the
home to apartments when drilling through a ‘concrete’ like material found to fill the cavities of wood framed
walls.5 Whether the material remains is not known but suggests a cob or bousillage type infill.

5

H Gerald Stairs, The Stairs of Halifax, Nova Scotia Public Archives, 1955‐62, p.55

6

Street view from the southeast showing later one storey additions

Exterior cladding is currently vinyl siding which is anticipated to cover wood shingle cladding. The extent or
condition of any surviving original trims is not known at this time. Given the lack of historical information on
the construction of the home at this time, and with the covering claddings in place, removal of the vinyl
siding will be required before any accurate description of the design of the building’s claddings can be
made, or assessments or recommendations for the restoration of the building’s claddings finalized.
The building retains approximately two thirds to three quarters of its original windows and most appear to
be in generally reasonable condition given their age, albeit requiring refurbishment. The remainder of the
windows have been replaced with vinyl windows that are not appropriate to the building, particularly the
large main stair window. Ad hoc Wooden exterior stairs provide egress from second and third floor corridor
windows.

Sloped roofs are asphalt

shingles while flat roofs are likely builtup bituminous roofing membranes.

Rear of east addition
7
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Rear elevation

For the purposes of this report access to the interiors was limited to the public corridor, one vacant unit and
the building’s basement as the building is otherwise occupied apartments at this time.

Based on

observations, the original interiors appear to have been left largely intact, with minimal interventions made
to facilitate the division of the building into apartments, subdividing larger rooms and inserting kitchens and
baths. Apartment layouts generally respect the original layout of the home, with subdivide walls added in
such a way as that each apartments received an original fireplace. This strategy was possible due to the
generally symmetrical three main chimney breasts with front and back fireplaces.
Original mouldings, trims, doors and casings are generally surviving and the building retains its curved
western staircase to the second floor. Mouldings of various periods are evident representing change and
renovation through the life of the home.
While not subject to the designation of the building, the interiors of the building appear to represent a
reasonably intact 19th home of some means. Based on the placement of chimneys and older walls, the
home appears to have had a large central receiving hall with front parlours to either side, through which
one accessed the three main rooms on the back of the home. The north-western room containing the
principle stair and giving access to the rear wing. At least one of these back rooms is known to have been a
bedroom based on a William Stair’s diary entry6. Adaptation of the interiors represents an opportunity to
the development of the property.

6

Diary of WJ Stairs, p.53, from Family History‐ Stairs and Morrow, McAlpine Publishing Co.Ltd., 1906

8

Interior western stair, and side hall looking north.

Upper floor south‐east unit, south fireplace
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STYLE AND LOCAL PRECEDENCE AND CONTEXT
The building is generally described as Georgian is style which is clearly evident in the symmetry and classical
nature and referencing of its façade, and white colour, which Mercer indicates and colour investigation will
be required to substantiate. Brown points out that Uniacke may have admired another recent south end
home when having his house built, that being the Thorndean at what is now 5680 Inglis Street, built five
years prior.7

The white Georgian pedimented front with flanking stairs, also alludes to the Uniacke family

country estate Uniacke House at Mount Uniacke, and to a lesser extent their town home on Barrington
Street.

Thorndean

http://www.historicplaces.ca/en/rep‐reg/image‐image.aspx?id=7288#i1

Uniacke House

7

https://www.historicplaces.ca/en/rep‐reg/place‐lieu.aspx?id=3076

Wayde Brown, “Stairs House – South Street A Research Brief”, 1984, p.5

10

EXTENDED SITE AND OTHER BUILDINGS
The surrounding site is predominantly low rise construction with older historical homes and apartment
buildings mixed with newer, generally larger apartments and mixed use developments. The site adjoins
many historical buildings that will form part of the future South Barrington Heritage District including
the 1865 Gerrard Lodge and the 1834 Henry House. Immediately on South Street the home is adjacent to
notable listed homes such as numbers 5366, 5370, and 5374 as well as notable immediately adjacent
addresses such as 5228, 5236, and 5241 South Street (unregistered properties) . The area in general
maintains a strong historical character, even if it suffers from a lack of attention to proper maintenance.
The early history of the Stairs House property will be discussed in the History portion below. In general
terms, the five lot property mapped in 1878 has been reduced over time to three lots with two eastern lots
sold off and presently occupied by free-hold townhouses. On the remaining three lots sits the Stairs House
proper, a rear mid-block apartment building, and a two storey residential building facing Harvey Street. The
Harvey Street building is now a separate address that along with the lot to its north west at 5240 to 5246
Harvey Street will be added to the site to square off the development.

MID-BLOCK APARTMENTS
The mid-block apartment building is a three storey structure and carries the municipal addresses 5243,
5247 and 5249 South Street. It has a full basement of concrete with possibly unconfirmed thicker stone
portions under its western two-thirds. Above grade it is of wood frame construction with modern clapboard
cladding, approximately eight inches to the weather. The upper two floors extend out four feet to the south
supported by seven wooden posts on concrete footings. Windows are modern vinyl casements. The roof is
4/12 pitched asphalt shingles. The building is fully occupied and interiors were not reviewed.

South elevation

From the north‐east
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The building underwent significant renovations in 1982.

Drawings for those renovations describe an

existing two storey apartment building with exterior fire stairs. The work described includes the extension of
the second floor to the south, the addition of a third storey and the renovation of the interiors to include
two exit stairs and three units per floor. The building section and basement floor plan on the drawing below
indicates the wider basement masonry walls previously noted. A subsequent plan submitted in 1983 for the
renovation of the basement for an additional apartment shows only thicker masonry walls on the west and
north sides of the building.

1982 drawings relating to development agreement of June 30th of that year. Drawing by R. Kassner of CED Consultants Architects Ltd.

Assuming the above drawing is accurate, it is clear, is that the building has undergone significant changes at
least twice since its original function as stable or out-building.

12

The thicker masonry portions and major subdivisions of the pre-1982 building align with the foot prints
shown in Goad’s 1951 Fire Atlas. That same atlas notes the building as one and a half storeys to the west
and one storey to the east, with the western portion receiving an ‘L’ for Lathe and plaster, and the eastern
portion noted as ‘Autos’. The ‘P’ likely denotes patent or composite roof. Also shown are ‘211’ and ‘212’
parallel to the street and possibly denoting addresses. The building may have been in residential use at this
time. The struck out 46 may indicate a distance to the back of the main house. The building does not
appear to be sub-divided from the main property at this time.

1951 Goad’s Atlas Detail

The 1914 Goads Atlas Shows a smaller eastern construction, and indicates the use as a stable as does the
1878 Hopkins Altlas.

1914 Goad’s Atlas Detail

The use as a stable and its full basement are notable together.

1878 Hopkins Atlas
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It is likely there remains today portions of the older building within the basement ground and possibly
second floors. Given the secondary nature of the original building, the extensive renovations to the building
over time, and the generally un-distinguished design and character of the building, we do not believe the
building contributes to the heritage value of the site, outside of informing the historical narrative around the
historic use of the property.

5230 HARVEY STREET (FORMERLY #12)
The Harvey Street address attributed to the Stairs House, 5230 Harvey Street, is a two storey clapboard clad
structure with ironstone basement foundation walls, thicker masonry ground floor walls, and a wood
framed upper floor, cantilevered on the south, and a 4/12 pitched asphalt roof. A false one storey eave line
extends across the north side of the building which may indicate a previous roof. Windows are generally
modern, wooden single-hung.
Unlike most buildings on Harvey Street, 5230 sits very tight to the sidewalk, and is accessed by a porch to
the east or another porch to the west on the rear of the building.

North, Harvey Street, elevation
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East and west elevations

South elevation

The interior consists of a ground floor kitchen and living/dining room, with thicker exterior walls clearly
evident, and an upstairs with three bedrooms. A low basement is used for storage and services and is
finished in pressboard. Finishes are modern.
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The 1951 Goads Atlas Shows a simple rectangular one storey building with rear shed. X’s on the east wall
indicate windows. Lettering on west side may also indicate windows. These would have been of note given
close adjacencies to neighbouring buildings.

The meaning of the DW’G in the centre of the building likely

means dwelling.

1951 Goad’s Atlas Detail (broken lines due to drawing splice)

1914 Goad’s Atlas Detail

The 1914 Goads Atlas Shows a similar building, now indicated as a stable with a shed building closer to the
rear wall. Hopkins shows a similar layout but also indicates the construction as masonry by red shading.
Church’s map of Halifax from 1865 also indicates the building existed then, though the location may be not
entirely accurate. The use as a stable and its early masonry construction are notable together. The1901
McAlpine's Halifax City Directory does not list an occupant which reinforces that the building was converted
in to a residence sometime between 1914 and 1951.

1878 Hopkins Atlas
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1865 Churches Map of Halifax

Looking west on Harvey C. 1960s8

The original single storey masonry structure survives within the current building and it likely pre-dates 1865.
The adjacent photo indicates it had a shallow sloped roof with bracketed roof line. The building is also
notable for its encroaching relationship to the street. Other than its ‘stable’ usage, questions remain around
the original form and use of the building. It is likely clues or answers to its original form would be attainable
in substantial renovation or deconstruction.
Questions aside, much like the mid-block apartments, given the secondary nature of the original building,
the nature of the renovations over time, and the generally un-distinguished design and character of the
building, we do not believe the building contributes to the heritage value of the site, outside of informing
the historical narrative around the historic use of the property.

8

File ‐ 1236 Barrington St. [Sir John Thompson Building], Halifax Archives
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5240-46 HARVEY STREET (FORMERLY #14-16)
The building at 5240-46 Harvey Street is a two storey, wood framed clapboard clad structure, approximately
four inches to the weather, with classical detail and trim work. Foundation walls are brick masonry, at least
above grade, and the room is shallow pitched with bracketed and pedimented front. The street façade is
composed of similarly bracketed and pedimented paired entry doors with a shallow projecting two-sided, or
one-bend, bay window above, whose base scallops down to the doors pediments, and top extends to the
underside of the roof’s cornice.

To the east of the doors is a small oval, or Oeil-de-bouef, window,

presumed to highlight a stair, and to the west is a double height, shallow projecting bay window. Windows
are modern replacements.

North, Harvey Street, elevation
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To the west side is a shallow covered porch accessed from the street, and trimmed with bracketed
entablature. Along the west wall is another double height bay window, this time with typical projection.

East and west elevations

Rear elevation
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The original building has been extended to the south and renovated to increase what is believed to have
been an original duplex to six apartments. Building interiors we not available for review due to occupancy.
The 1951 Goads Atlas, while the image is poorly scanned, shows the current extended footprint with
western bay window for the building, with a small garage in the south-east corner. The notation at the entry
is not clear. The roof is noted as composite but shape is not indicated. The 1914 Goads Atlas indicates the
smaller original footprint, the west bay window, and notes the height as one and a half stories with a front
mansard roof. The roof shape indicates either an error in notation, or a substantial renovation to the
building. A one and a half storey stable is shown in the south-west corner of the property.

1951 Goad’s Atlas Detail (broken lines due to drawing splice)

1914 Goad’s Atlas Detail

Hopkins shows a similar footprint and also indicates the construction as masonry by red shading. Hopkins
also indicates a ‘stable’ in the south-west corner. Church’s map of Halifax from 1865 also indicates the
building existed at that time. The existence of masonry construction underneath the current cladding has
not been confirmed.
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1878 Hopkins Atlas

1865 Churches Map of Halifax

Known Occupants:
1898-99, McAlpine's Halifax City Directory notes the occupant as James E Lanigan.
1897-98, McAlpine's Halifax City Directory notes the occupant as Dennis Kelly
1878, Hopkins Atlas notes the occupant as D. Kelly
1874-75, McAlpine's Halifax City Directory notes the occupants Dennis Kelly, Gardner and Dennis Kelly,
tinsmith and boarder.
1868-69, McAlpine's Nova Scotia Directory notes Dennis Kelly at 15 Harvey Street. (#15 doesn’t exist)
1864, Hutchinson’s 1864-65 Nova Scotia Directory notes Thomas Kelly, servant, at 15 Harvey Street.

The building pre-dates 1865. What portions of the existing structure date to that early time are not known
as the extent of renovations to the structure is likely not knowable without destructive testing. It is possible
the building was substantially renovated between 1914 and 1951. While the building presents a reasonably
consistent classical detailing, we believe the overall quality and degree of surviving historic fabric of the
building would not present an argument for considered listing of the building when considered on its own.
As such we do not believe the building contributes greatly to the heritage value of the site.
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WESTERN STONE WALL
To the west side of 5240-46 Harvey Street a rubble stone wall straddles the property line with the western
neighbour, running from the back of the porch to the back of the building. The wall fragment is reminiscent
of the stone walls depicted in the cover illustration and known to define the fields that made up the site
prior to its development. Surveys show the wall previously ran from Harvey to south street and is evident in
older street views of Stairs House. The location of this wall approximates the property line shown on a 1831
map which indicates this wall pre-dates suburban expansion and represents a rare surviving portion of early
Halifax fieldwork. Portions of the wall require localized rebuilding.

Western stone wall

1831
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STAIRS HOUSE HISTORY
In the early nineteenth century Halifax is expanding beyond its original fortified city boundaries and about
to experience great growth and change. The detail of the 1830 map below illustrates the beginnings of that
change with the old town grid to the right edge and newer subdivisions to the west and south.

Plan of the Town of Halifax Including the North and South Suburbs, 1830

Norman Fitzgerald Uniacke retired to Halifax in 1834 and in 1838 was appointed to the Legislative Council9.
Norman, along with his sister Mary Ann, acquired the property in 1832 for 500 pounds as part of a larger
three and a half acre field which is indicated in black on the map above. The map shows the subdivision of
the eastern portions of the land with the area in red representing the known property of the Stairs house.
The land was acquired from his brother Richard John Uniacke10 who partitioned it off from his own estate
house property at the adjacent 1256 Barrington Street11. Richard had acquired the property from his
father-in-law Charles Hill, and the deed notes the field as being formerly owned by Richard Harvey. Mary
Ann Uniacke is accredited with the construction of the neighbouring property at old 21 South Street ‘Hillside
Hall’ (demolished 2000s). The subdivision history of the site outside of Stairs House has not been
determined.
The earliest known image of Stairs House is a painting by Alexander Cavalié Mercer, dating to 1841.
The water colour, also shown on this report’s cover shows some detail of the house and the quotation
below Devanney attributes to Mercer.
9

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Norman_Fitzgerald_Uniacke
Halifax Deed Book 56, p. 193
11
Home later to be known as the Halifax Ladies College
10
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“Georges island in Halifax Harbour from Ft. Massey 31 August 1841.
Field on right is now all built upon (1845)”.

Mercer water colour detail.

While it is an amateur painting for pleasure, is can be inferred by his military back ground, corrective
notations on other works, and the general good quality of his work that Mercer did strive for accuracy. It is
interesting to note Mercer clearly shows a two storey wing to the rear of the building as well as the
pediment gable front over an entry porch with front central door, without dormers. The overall image is
certainly a pastoral one; a white Georgian cottage on the edge of town overlooking field and harbour.
The illustration, is interesting when contrasted against H Gerald Stairs’ account of the history of the home in
his The Stairs of Halifax, in which he dates the rear wing of the house to 1863 and the efforts of William
James Stairs who had moved in four years prior, September 30, 1859.12 Brown likely uses the same source
for his dating of the rear wing as well.

12

H Gerald Stairs, The Stairs of Halifax, Nova Scotia Public Archives, 1955‐62, p.55
And the Diary of WJ Stairs, p.49 “into this house on September 30th; have found it very com‐fortable”
24

William Stairs noted on August 29th, 1861 in his diary “ … Have had large dormer windows put in the
chambers upstairs, and had the southern roof shingled and the house all around painted, and a coat put on
the stable.”13 And again in 1863 notes “The summer of 1863 we altered the house, taking away the back
part and making a large addition, which cost about £1,500.”14, thus confirming the earlier rear wing shown
by Mercer, and its 1863 replacement.
The 1878 Hopkins fire insurance plan for Ward 1 is the first recorded plan of the property noted as 19 South
Street and shows the home with rear wing and two wooden sheds immediately behind the home, as well as
the previously discussed masonry building facing Harvey Street with a small wooden structure behind it.

1878 Hopkins Atlas ‐ Plate J (detail)

The 1895 fire atlas shows the property as unchanged with the added detail of building heights added. The
main house is noted as 1 ½ and 2 storeys, with the rear sheds as 1 ½ and 1 storey. The masonry building
and shed facing Harvey Street are both noted as one storey.
In 1906 William Stairs passes away in the house, followed months later by his wife.15 In 1908 the home is
eventually sold to lawyer, MLA, Attorney General, and Supreme Court Judge Aurthur Drysdale who would
live in the home until his death in 1922.16
The 1914 Fire atlas shows the rear roof as still having the same slope as the front, and notes the addition of
a small rectangular glass greenhouse between house and sheds.

13

Diary of WJ Stairs, p.59
Diary of WJ Stairs, p.62
15
Wayde Brown, “Stairs House – South Street A Research Brief”, 1984, p.5
16
Wayde Brown, “Stairs House – South Street A Research Brief”, 1984, p.1
14
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1895 Fire Atlas site detail

1895 Fire Atlas detail

26

1914 Fire Atlas site detail

1914 Fire Atlas detail
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In 1927 Samuel Frame takes ownership of the property, moves in and divides the building into apartments.
The 1951 Fire Atlas shows that the two eastern lots of the property have been sold to the federal
government who have built a long narrow through-block office annex building for the adjacent RCAF
headquarters at the corner of South and Barrington Streets. H Gerald Stairs claims that the during the time
of writing his book, sometime during 1955 to 62, that the house was also used by the RCAF as offices.17
It appears the air force had little time for gardening. The green house has been removed from the plan and
the smaller of the rear sheds has been enlarged to the full depth of the adjacent shed and labeled autos.
It is with this plan that we also see the addition of the narrow one storey strip along the eastern side of the
house and the square masonry one storey addition again to the east. The slope notation for the roof also
changes losing the rear slope tick suggesting that the rear portion of the roof has been raised at this point.
Along Harvey Street the masonry building remains, though the shed has disappeared and two new sheds
have appeared along the property line.

1951 Fire Atlas site detail

17

H Gerald Stairs, The Stairs of Halifax, Nova Scotia Public Archives, 1955‐62, p.55
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1951 Fire Atlas detail

In 1982 Southwest Apartments Limited and the City of Halifax entered into a development agreement for
the property and subsequent additions and alterations were made to both the home and the rear building,
with third floors added to each at this time.
Given the limited known historical development on the site, all areas of the site would represent areas of
archeological concern.

Existing building aerial view.
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EARLY PHOTOGRAPHS
Significant early photographic evidence of the home exists giving direction on form development and
detailing including site fencing, the east porch, rear dormers, chimneys, and trim work.

c. 186518

Note western roof lines, fencing and entry stairs, porch design, original chimneys, colour contrasts between
siding/trims/windows and doors, porch details, rear roof line.

18

Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia, The Griffin, vol. 28 No.3, September 2003, p.1

30

c. 186519

Note roof lines, dormers, rear wing design prior to third.

19

Heritage Trust of Nova Scotia, The Griffin, vol. 26 No.3, September 2001
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Early view looking east20

Note western stone wall and entry gate posts, western roof lines, fencing and entry stairs, original chimneys,
colour contrasts between siding/trims/windows and doors.

20

Archives of Nova Scotia
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Street View, date not known21

Cast‐iron balustrades and newels and sandstone steps, 1974.22

21
22

Courtesy Stephen Archibald
Courtesy Stephen Archibald
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PROPOSED ALTERATIONS
The proposed project consists of the construction of an eight storey apartment building to the north of
Stairs House and connected it in the area of the existing rear wing, Stairs House will serve as the principle
entry to the building and provide common room facilities on its ground floor, and residence on its upper
floor. The addition will also front on Harvey Street and will contain two floors of underground parking
accessed from Harvey Street.
Alterations to the Stairs house will include;
 Restoration of its exterior claddings openings and finishes.
 Partial restoration of the gabled cottage roof line of the building particularly at its north-eastern
corner and at the west gable. Work to include re-instatement of two northern dormers.
 Removal of the eastern wood and brick-clad one storey additions.
 Reinstatement of the eastern side porch and its associated eastern lawn.
 Restoration of the South Street entry porch, including its stairs, entrances, trim work, and reinstatement of south street fencing along the front and east lawn of the building. South Street
driveway gate posts will also be re-instated.
 Re-instatement of the chimneys of the main body of the home above the roof line, provided stable
interior chimney remain.
 Removal of the rear addition of the home for the new addition. Work will maintain an existing
extended roof line at the north-west corner such to maintain the existing second floor western bay
window.
 Retention of the existing interiors for new entry common areas, with selective alterations to suit
circulation and program. Basement floor to remain service / storage space.

APPROACH
The approach to the work is generally one of preservation and re-habilitation of retained portions of the
existing structure, with restoration of removed portions of the existing building and altered elements of the
building not in keeping with the original cottage design of the building.
The proposed addition, is located entirely to the rear of the building with a setback of its principle massing.
This location and set back are intended to allow the original home to present at a cottage with lawns set
within its urban condition and to address the code requirements related to the different constructions and
exposures of the two buildings. Connection to the home occurs at the location of the rear addition to align
with the interior circulation of the original home.

34

REMOVED STRUCTURES
Removed Structures will include the two Harvey Street buildings, the mid-block apartments, and the rear
wing of the home. These structures will be fully photographically documented prior to deconstruction, and
deconstruction of the buildings will be reviewed for design history evidence and items of archeological
interest. Additionally, the site will require archeological review during excavations. At this time the only
items proposed for salvage and re-use are the chimney pots from the Harvey Street duplex.

PROPOSED DESIGN METHODOLOGY
Design decisions around restoration of the original claddings and detailing of the home will be made after
exposure and assessment of the underlying wood cladding. It is anticipated that these investigations along
with the available historical photos of the building should be sufficient for the conservation and restoration
of the original building form in keeping with Parks Canada’s Standard and Guidelines.
Design of the rear addition focuses on the presentation of a simple rectilinear mid-rise form, with a lower
three storey base along its Harvey Street elevation in keeping with the proportion and scale of adjacent
buildings on that street. The articulation of the new masses is a modern adaptation of the vernacular
residential scale of the neighbourhood in general, with attention to the English classical revival Georgian
principles of restraint and symmetry with two-storey walk up units flanking a central main Harvey Street
entrance. The new design with align itself with its western neighbours with respect to building set back
allowing widening and realigning the sidewalk along Harvey Street.
The new building also steps up where it connects to the rear of the Stairs House, from two, to three, to
seven, to eight floors in height creating visual distance between the original building and the most upper
floors of the new build.

CODE
The design will separate the two buildings along the back wall of the home, with a ten foot space left
between the home and the eastern portions of the new building.

The home will be a two storey

combustible structure, sprinklered, with ground floor A occupancy and second floor C occupancy. The
home may utilize Nova Scotia Building Code Schedule D alternate compliance methods 2, 4, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13,
14, 17, 20, and 23. Both levels will have horizontal exiting and access into the new building.

CONSIDERED ALTERNATIVES
Alternative designs were consider with respect to the full retention of the existing house, particularly the
rear wing. The complexities of creating clear fire separations between an older wood frame building and a
newer non-combustible building along with the reduced development capacity of the remaining portions of
the property presented reasonable practical and financial issues for the Owner. The rear wing has a history
35
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of replacement and revision over time. While the wing is of a time and construction that generally
complements the existing house, we believe that the overall heritage value of the property is not adversely
affected by its removal, and indeed its removal facilitates the retention and conservation of the principle
form and body of the building, and the strengthening of the original building form.
With respect to retention of the other buildings on the site, their positioning on the site, and construction as
combustible buildings is such that alternate additions or buildings are not economically feasible for the
Owner. Nor do we believe their contributing heritage value substantially impacts the overall heritage value
of the extended site.

SCHEDULE AND STRATEGY
While the project will follow the laid out procedures for approvals and permitting of the work, we offer the
following commentary on proposed heritage scope of work development:


Existing conditions drawings will be finalized for record submission.



Documents outlining a conservation strategy will be prepared including known extents of
work and anticipated extents of work. These will be reviewed with City Staff and will form the
basis for building permit and construction documents.



Detailed selective demolition drawings outlining the separation and protection of the
retained building.



Deconstruction and excavation of a heritage site and artifact recovery plan will be prepared.



The preparation of a construction monitoring plan will be prepared outlining the
documentation and monitoring of the protection of the retained historical elements of the
building.

SUMMARY
The historic value of the Stairs House is recognized by the project through the restoration of its principle
mass and form, and indeed the Stairs House will form the principle identifying entrance to the new
residencies and remain accessible on its ground floor and principle stair to all residences as common
amenity space and circulation. The project conserves and restores the historical value of the existing
building while increasing the viability of the project through the rehabilitation of an expanded site with a
dense modern addition. The proposed development will restore a historically significant South Street
building and serve as a model for the adaptive re-use of similar heritage buildings in the surrounding
neighbourhood. The addition will be a complementary modern design, subordinate to the prominent
historical building as public face to the project, with a density that enables project feasibility within its urban
context.
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APPENDICES
Form A
Form B
Stairs House - South Street, A Research Brief, Wayde Brown
Stairs House - 1982 Development Drawings- Site Plan and Mid-Plock Building Floor Plans
Stairs House – proposed design drawings dated October 30, 2019
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INTRODUCTION

Architecture49 and WSP have been retained by Southwest Properties Limited to develop a preliminary
design for the property of the Stairs House and adjoining lands and structures spanning between South and
Harvey Streets in south end Halifax, for a residential redevelopment of the site. This report will outline a
Conservation Management Plan (CMP) for the property and is to be read in conjunction with the Heritage
Impact Statement (HIS) for the project and the related larger Development Agreement design submittal,
both prepared by this office. Please refer to the Heritage Impact Statement for a history of the property, full
statements of Heritage Value and Character Defining Elements, and current and historical images and maps
of the site. The HIS report is appended to this plan.

Based on the HIS, this report will generally focus on the Stairs House proper and its site, and will focus on
the exterior alterations to the building. Please note that while preliminary order-of-magnitude cost
estimations have been prepared in this report, these are subject to change during the detailed design phase
of the project.

Plan Objectives:
•

Outline the current condition of the building and site investigations to date on which this report is
based.

•

Describe the proposed work to the site, and the underlining information and assumptions guiding
the scope of work.

•

Illustrate the proposed scope of work though existing and proposed elevations of the building,
appended to this document.

•

Schedule future site investigations and reviews and describe a methodology for recording of
findings and their incorporation into the proposed work.

•

Provide Order of Magnitude Cost estimates for work proposed to the exterior of the Building.

•

Provide a CMP summary.
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BUILDING CONDITION AND INVESTIGATIONS

At the time of this plan, the buildings on the Stairs House property all remain as fully occupied rental units
and as such access to the unit interiors has been limited. The exterior of the buildings have been reviewed
on multiple occasions principally for this plan during the first weeks of March 2020. Assumptions based on
observations will be presented later in this plan when discussing individual building systems. On Mach 11th
an opening was made in the vinyl siding on the eastern ear wall of the Stairs house, exposing 1 ½” of
extruded polystyrene insulation lying between the vinyl cladding and wood shingles below. Exposed
shingles were in good condition with minimal paint layers, though thick enough for thin cracking to form.
Note Charcoal colour.

Based on inspection of sills around the building, this insulation layer exists around the building.
On April 17th, an additional investigation was made on the front of the building, removing vinyl siding and
insulation between the two western front windows. Similar to the rear investigation, exposed wooden
4

singles were under 1 ½” of insulation, dark grey in colour. The good condition and relatively thin paint layers
suggest these are at least second generation shingles.
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PROPOSED WORK

The intent of the proposed work is to return the Stairs House to a sound and durable condition in keeping
with its stated heritage values and characteristics. It will involve preservation of existing contributing
materials and elements, with many elements known to exist, and much also presumed to remain buried
under modern over-claddings. It will involve restoration with the reinstatement of previously removed
contributing elements and the removal of additions not in keeping with the character of the building and
property. The work will also involve re-habilitation; alterations to the building to address its proposed new
context as part of a larger development.

PROPOSED USE
The proposed future use of the Stairs House will maintain the residential nature of the home. At present,
the owner is considering either apartments, or common areas for the lager complex. While the decision will
have implications for the interior design of the project, impacts on the exterior of the building are minimal
and will be discussed late in this report.

ADDITIONS, REMOVALS, RESTORATIONS
REAR WEST WING The west wing of the home will be removed back to the main north wall of the home.
Removal will facilitate the new development on the remainder of the property and allow for new noncombustible construction to bridge between the non-combustible new building and the combustible house.
Portions of the wing will remain as part of the existing west wall, with upper portions of the wing shortened
back to the previously two-storeys with truncated hipped roof. This will involve re-instatement of a hipped
main roof over the principle arched western window. Strong photographic evidence existing for this
configuration. Photos also indicate eave trim work on this area of the west wall differed from the original
home. The two storey roof form will be modified in the extent it extends above the main roof ridgeline,
where the original roof extended higher than the main house. Additionally the point of connection to the
rear of the home has been extended approximately 10 feet to the east to accommodate alignment with the
central corridor of the new building. The eastern extent of this connection may revert to the existing line of
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the rear wing based on final use of the home and final life-safety design of the lower portion of the new
building immediately adjacent the home.

EASTERN 20TH C. ADDITIONS AND PORCH The one storey brick and wood clad 20th century additions will be
removed for the re-instatement of the earlier open eastern porch. The additions are 20th century efforts to
provide for additional office space when the home was leased to the RCAF and are generally not in keeping
with the overall style, materiality, or form of the home. Removal allows for re-instatement of a portion of
the original eastern lawn and the porch facing it. The porch appears in two photographs with sufficient deal
for its re-creation including hipped form, scrolled eave, column design and arrangement, screen and
trellises and railing height and pickets. Porch access from the home and access to the garden are not
known at this time and will be determined based on interior layout of the adjoining rooms and intended use
of the rooms and porch.

NORTH RAISED ROOF AND DORMER The work proposes returning the rear north roof of the house to its
original sloped roof profile, complete with the re-instatement of one of the two dormers once occupying this
roof. This work is done on the basis that the current raised north wall, while facilitating better apartment
layout, it obscures the overall form of the building and is not in keeping with the character of the home.
One element that will be lost in the work is the current small second floor eastern bay window which will be
removed to allow the lowering of the eave. While the bay window is in keeping with the design of the home,
its loss is outweighed by the benefit of re-instating the original gable profile of the home. Bay relocation is a
considered alternative to complete removal, though a suitable location has not been identified.

SOUTH ENTRY PORCH Site investigations indicate that the existing south entry porch may have a shingle
cladding under its vinyl wrapper. This is in contrast to the classical design of the porch known from very
good photographic evidence. Surviving material and design is to be confirmed with the removal of the vinyl
cladding, but at present the work proposes the re-instatement of the classical detailing on the porch, its
eastern door, and the curved stairs accessing both doors. It should be noted that the proposed design of
the porch and it’s decorative iron railings and fences is likely the work of the Stairs family, with the 1865
8

Rogers photo of the south façade from the east indicating a single south window, wooden fencing, and likely
a lower roof line. Close inspection upon the state of work may confirm some of the history of the porch.
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INDIVIDUAL TRADE ELEMENTS
The following provides commentary on individual trade elements of work based on the current
understanding of the building, and anticipated work and the assumptions upon which they are based.

SITE WORKS As the site is identified as an area of high archeological concern, oversite in accordance with
the provincial regulations is anticipated through removals of the other buildings on the property and
excavation of the site. Proper shoring design will also be required where excavating next to the home and
along the remaining field stone wall on the western edge of the property. Prior to larger site excavations
the damaged portions of this stone wall are to be re-laid, and the wall protected through the work with
plywood coverings.

STAIRS HOUSE PROTECTION Hoardings, barriers, temporary closures and enclosures are to be provided
though the construction to prevent damage to the original building from adjacent work, work to the home,
and from the elements.

STAIRS HOUSE SELECTIVE DEMOLITIONS Prior to removal of the west wing, over-claddings will be removed so
that the wing can be photographically documented before for removal. Demolition will first involve review
of existing constructions to determine the best methods for removals without damaging remaining portions
of the building. Particular care will be required with removal of stone foundations, depending of the degree
of masonry interlock between the main building and the wing. Eastern additions will require similar review
for similar reasons, and for any remaining evidence of the previously removed east porch and ground floor
openings on the east wall.

FOUNDATIONS Portions of the removed west rear addition ironstone foundations are to be retained for
possible repair material for any required re-instatement of the north wall of the original home where the
wing is removed. Openings in the original foundation wall where the rear addition will be removed are to be
closed along with the eastern basement exit door and where basement window wells are removed. These
closures will be in-filled with like material in such a manner that the location of the original openings remain
legible.
Other foundation repair will include investigation of contemporary concrete foundation extensions applied
outward to the front south foundation wall of the home. At minimum, these extensions are to be removed
to below grade.
10

MASONRY WORK Stone masonry work will include the minor replacement of select overly weathered and
damaged smooth-cut sandstone stones forming the piers of the front entry porch, and the re-instatement
of the main south entry steps based on very good photographic evidence.
Bick masonry will involve the re-instatement of the central and western chimneys of the main body of the
home for which good photographic evidence exists and which existing interior layouts suggest still remain
to the roof line. The nethermost chimney in the rear wing will be removed. The status of the chimney
located at the north wall of the home where the rear wing attached will require further investigation for
both impact on interior layout, and the practicality of its shoring and support.

FOUNDATION PARGING The existing south foundation wall of the original home is principally of ironstone
slate construction with brick framing the jambs of window openings. This wall is parged smooth and faux
lined to mimick the stone coursings of the porch. We believe this effect to be original, and it is to be made
good where missing or damaged across the front of the south wall of the house with a lime based render,
matching the original line patterning. Texture of render requires further investigation.

METALWORK Original front entry railings, pickets and newels are proposed to be re-instated based on very
good photographic evidence. Whether these elements will be custom castings, stick assembled or welded,
or catalogue selections, or a combination of these methods, is to be determined through design
development and confirmed through permit submissions.

WOOD FRAMING AND SHEATHING With the re-instatement of the western hipped gable and the northern
sloped roof, inspection of the current assemblies will be required during selective demolition for evidence of
prior framing methods and to confirm rough framing assemblies. Existing ground floor east wall openings
to the one storey additions will require examination for closure, and for evidence of previous opening
configuration.
Wood sill deterioration is anticipated along the western side of the building where the driveway has been
raise above the level of the foundation. Extent and scope of repair is to be determined though construction.
No obvious settlement noted at present. Final grading will return grade to a lower level along west side of
the building.

WOOD CLADDINGS With the removal of the over-claddings the design and conditions of the presumed
underlying shingle work and wood trims can be documented and accessed. Should original trim work not
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exist under the existing claddings, good photographic evidence exists such that coupled with standard
profiles of the day, overall molding design and profiles can be developed in keeping with the character of
the building. Photographic evidence shows good views of the south elevation porch columns, paneling, and
entablature, ground floor window trims, second floor pediment, Palladian Window and dormers, roof
ridgeline, eastern porch, and driveway gate. The photographic evidence will serve as the basis of design, to
be confirmed through site review upon removal of the over-claddings.

ROOFING Current photographic evidence suggest either slate or wood shingle original roofing. The
building is currently roofed with modern non-fiberglass asphalt shingles for sloped surfaces, and
presumably poured asphalt or built up roofing for low sloped roofed. Roofing is intended to be replaced in
kind with the existing, with a simple straight ‘traditional’ three tab design without raised profiles.

FLASHINGS Most existing flashings are modern painted metal with some existing lead observed. New
flashings are to be lead or lead-coated copper where exposed to view. Modern membrane flashings may be
employed where obscured from view. New gutters will be provided in keeping with the existing
photographic evidence.

INSULATION Based on text records the original exterior walls are insulated with a concrete and straw dawb
material. The intention is to leave this material in place. Where new construction permits new breathable
batt insulation will be added. Otherwise efforts to improve thermal comfort of the building will focus on
reducing air infiltration to the building and improved mechanical heating design where warranted. The
intent is to not change the thermal conditions acting on the original wood cladding assembly.

WOOD WINDOWS Many of the original wood windows appear to remain today and though partially hidden
behind modern aluminum storm windows, they appear to be in reasonable conservable condition. With
removal of the modern storms, windows can be individually accessed. The intent at this time is to restore
original windows and provide new storms; either of the magnetic interior, or wood exterior variety
depending on the suitability of interior and exterior trimwork. Original windows are notable for slender
sash and muntin profiles making them likely unsuitable for double glazed upgrades.
Existing original windows include:
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South Elevation:

eastern basement windows, three of four main floor windows, dormer windows,
Palladian pediment window, entry porch south windows and west door transom.

East Elevation:

One ground floor window and two upper floor windows. One second floor window of the
rear west wing. Window is to reviewed for suitability as match for other windows to be
replaced, notably southern and eastern ground floor windows.

North Elevation:

Two second floor rear wing windows, one of which should be reviewed similar to window
noted above.

Western Elevation: Two second floor rear wing windows, one of which should be reviewed similar to window
noted above. Main building basement stair window, and two southern-most windows.
The remainder of the windows appear to be wood or vinyl replacements not in keeping with the character
of the home. Remaining windows requiring replacement include the large arched western stair window for
which good photographic evidence exists, the remaining west wall bay windows, the west wall window north
of the side entry door, one main floor south window to match surviving, basement porch windows to match
surviving, one ground floor east window to match surviving, reinstated north dormer window to match
surviving, and two north ground floor windows to match surviving.
Exterior trim condition, design, and scope of work to be determined upon removal of over-claddings.

WOOD DOORS Original exterior wood doors do not remain, either on the front porch or at the west side
entry. Original main entry door(s) are to be confirmed. Existing photographic evidence suggests a half-light
screen porch door with double or single paneled bottom. Many original interior doors survive in currently
publicly accessible areas of the home which support the double lower panel design and may generally serve
as guidance in the design of new exterior doors, including for eastern porch access.

PAINTING AND COLOUR

The building is a painted wood structure. A building exterior colour paint

scheme will be developed based on photographic evidence, and analyses paint samples retrieved from
surviving original material. Despite the dark charcoal colour uncovered at the rear of the building. The final
colour scheme is anticipated to be a light colour for walls and trimwork, with darker colour(s) for window
sashes, doors, exterior stairs metalwork, driveway entry gate, and porch rose trellises. A 1970’s photo of the
porch indicates a blue colour scheme.
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LANDSCAPING

Grass lawns will be maintained along the front of the building and along its eastern porch.

A short eastern concrete wall running in line with the font face of the building and end in a re-built east site
stair. This wall will be obscured with soft planting and will manage the grade change along the east side of
the building allowing for a relatively flat east lawn. Climbing roses will be planted at the porch trellises.
Photographs show several roses climbing the south wall of the home.

ACCESSIBILITY AND LIFE SAFETY Egress requirements are to be confirmed through the final intended use of
the original building. It is assume at this time that barrier free-access to the home will be gained through
the proposed new apartment structure.

SCHEDULING AND DESIGN CONFIRMATION.
Note that the design to date represents a schematic level of development based on the available
information to date. The intent is that larger scale design decisions are generally agreed to with the
approval of the Development Agreement with finer scale items resolved though construction document
development. We anticipate that upon issuing of a development agreement, further selective destructive
site investigations and review and documenting of interiors will be made to inform the production of
construction and building permit documents. Any existing site information remaining to be determined by
larger deconstruction will be identified in the permit documents with instructions for the incorporation of
the investigations into the schedule and scope of work.

ESTIMATION ORDER-OF-MAGNITUDE COST
Please note that the following order-of-magnitude cost table is a preliminary estimation and is subject to change
at the detailed design stage of the Stairs House restoration project.
Floor Area

A1

5,300 SF

Substucture
Porch Footings

14

allow

$
10,000

Existing Foundation Wall Repair
Retaining Wall and Stairs
Entry Stairs
A2

50 CY
allow

Structure
Roof Framing

1300 SF

Porch Framing

allow

Minor openings

allow

Sill Replacement
A3

500 SF

50

$
100 50,000
$
30 1,500
$
5,000

$
10 13,000
$
5,000
$
5,000
$
250 12,500

Exterior Enclosure
Stonework
Chimney reconstruction

allow

Entry Stairs

allow

Sheathing repair

allow

Poch finishes

allow

Work to Shingle cladding
Window
refurbishment/replacement

3500 SF
36

2500

Exterior Doors

5

3500

Roofing Sloped

2236 SF

6

Roofing - flat

1350 SF

7

Insulation

allow

Trim restoration
Painting
C1

20

500 LF

100

3775 SF

15

$
5,000
$
20,000
$
20,000
$
5,000
$
10,000
$
70,000
$
90,000
$
17,500
$
13,416
$
9,450
$
5,000
$
50,000
$
56,625

Mechancial
15
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Sprinkler system
C2

Electrical
Site Lighting

D1

306 SY

Shoring

600 SF

Ancillary Work

Protection

Net building Costs
General Requirements and fee
Design and Pricing allowance
Construction Allowance
Total

allow

Soft landscaping

Selective Demolition

$
5,000

allow

Site Work
Stone wall Repair

D2

5300 SF

$
5 26,500

34,250 CF
allow

$
2,500
$
20 6,111
$
100 60,000

$
$0.8 27,400
$
25,000
$
626,502
$
25% 156,626
$
25% 117,469
$
25% 135,090
$
1,035,686

Exclusions: fees, escalation, hazardous materials, taxes, other soft costs
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SUMMARY
Stair House is good example of earl 19th century sub-urban development to the south of the original town
grid. It has experienced change and adaptation though out its 182 year history, with some of those changes
challenging the historic form and value of the building, particularly with the more intensive use brought on
by its conversion to apartments. The proposed work to Stair House intends to conserve remaining
historically important defining characteristics and elements, restore known important historic characteristics
and elements to represent the home s it was prior t o intensive apartment use, and finally to re-habilitate
portions of the home adapting it to its proposed larger site development.
Strong photographic evidence exists depicting the home over several time periods giving us insight to prior
forms, materials and detailing, and today the home survives with overall retained exterior building form and
materiality, and with original interiors sub-divided but generally intact. We believe that the interventions to
the home are based on current evidence and educated assumptions to be substantiated though further
investigations, and not on conjecture. Additionally the design does not propose to return the building to a
set period in time but rather it re-enforces the adaptive history of the building.
The proposed design is not a finished product. There are several remaining decisions including interior use
and configuration, adapted openings, wood window conditions, and individual element design and detailing.
The design will be refined through further investigation, namely removal of over-claddings, and confirmed
as work proceeds through construction documentation, permitting, selective demolition, and construction.

Appendices:
Existing and Proposed Stairs House Elevations, dated March 27, 2020
Stairs House Heritage Impact Statement dated November 6th, 2019.
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ATTACHMENT G:
Standards & Guidelines Evaluation: 5241-5247 South Street, Halifax
Conservation is the primary aim of the Standards and Guidelines, and is defined as ‘all actions or processes that
are aimed at safeguarding the character-defining elements of an historic place so as to retain its heritage value
and extend its physical life. This may involve Preservation, Rehabilitation, Restoration, or a combination of
these actions or processes.’
Note: The Standards are structured to inform the type of project or approach being taken.
• Preservation project apply Standards 1 through 9;
• Rehabilitation projects apply Standards 1 through 9, and Standards 10 through 12;
• Restoration projects apply Standards 1 through 9, Standards 10 through 12, and Standards 13 and 14.
Similar to the Standards, the base Guidelines apply to the approach being taken, and additional Guidelines may
apply if the project includes rehabilitation and restoration. The Guidelines should be consulted only when the
element to be intervened upon has been identified as a character defining element. The Guidelines should not be
used in isolation. There may be heritage value in the relationships between cultural landscapes, archaeological
sites, buildings, or engineering works. These values should not be compromised when undertaking a project on
individual character defining elements of an historic place.
TREATMENT: PRESERVATION
Preservation is the action or process of protecting, maintaining, and/or stabilizing the existing materials, form,
and integrity of an historic place, or of an individual component, while protecting the heritage value.
STANDARDS 1-10
1. Conserve the heritage value of an historic
place. Do not remove, replace or substantially
alter its intact or repairable character-defining
elements. Do not move a part of an historic
place if its current location is a characterdefining element.

Complies
Yes

2. Conserve changes to historic places that,
over time, have become character-defining
elements in their own right.

Yes

3. Conserve heritage value by adopting an
approach calling for minimal intervention.

Yes

4. Recognize each historic place as a physical
record of its time, place and use. Do not create
a false sense of historical development by
adding elements from other historic places or
other properties, or by combining features of
the property that never coexisted.

Yes

5. Find a use for an historic place that requires
minimal or no change to its character-defining
elements.

Yes

N/A

Discussion
All existing character defining elements will
be conserved and repaired if possible. All
deteriorated character defining elements
will be replaced with in-like-and-kind
materials and forms, as necessary.

The rear and eastern additions have not
become character defining elements over
time.
The principal dwelling’s façade and
character defining elements will be retained
and rehabilitated. Missing character
defining elements will be restored using
documentary evidence.
The dwelling’s restoration and rehabilitation
will be based on documentary records from
the mid-to-late 1800s.
The new 8-storey addition will utilize a
modern building design, construction
techniques, and materials to maintain a
physical record of time.
The dwelling will continue to be used for
residential purposes. Amenity space may

be introduced to support
residential development.
6. Protect and, if necessary, stabilize an
historic
place
until
any subsequent
intervention is undertaken. Protect and
preserve archaeological resources in place.
Where there is potential for disturbing
archaeological resources, take mitigation
measures to limit damage and loss of
information.

Yes

the

larger

Temporary closures will be added during
the construction period to protect the
dwelling.
The western stone wall, which denotes the
1831 property line, will be maintained and
rehabilitated, in accordance with the
Standards & Guidelines.
Archaeological resources will be addressed
at the point of site intervention with permit
applications. The provincial government will
be notified of the site intervention and
process any necessary applications in
accordance with the Special Places
Protection Act.

7. Evaluate the existing condition of characterdefining elements to determine the
appropriate intervention needed. Use the
gentlest means possible for any intervention.
Respect heritage value when undertaking an
intervention.

Yes

All character defining elements will be
repaired, if possible. When a character
defining element is sufficiently deteriorated,
it will be replaced in-like-and-kind, in a
manner consistent with the historic place.

8. Maintain character-defining elements on an
ongoing basis. Repair character-defining
elements by reinforcing their materials using
recognized conservation methods. Replace in
kind any extensively deteriorated or missing
parts of character-defining elements, where
there are surviving prototypes.

Yes

The building is proposed to be maintained
on a regular basis. Conditions to this effect
may be included in the draft development
agreement (Case 22728).

9. Make any intervention needed to preserve
character-defining elements physically and
visually compatible with the historic place and
identifiable on close inspection. Document
interventions for future reference.

Yes

All character defining elements will be
preserved and restored, if at all possible. All
interventions will be documented through
this application, and in documents required
for permitting.

TREATMENT: RESTORATION
Rehabilitation is the action or process of making possible a continuing or compatible contemporary use of an
historic place, or an individual component, while protecting its heritage value.
STANDARDS 10-12
10. Repair rather than replace characterdefining elements. Where character-defining
elements are too severely deteriorated to
repair, and where sufficient physical evidence
exists, replace them with new elements that
match the forms, materials and detailing of
sound versions of the same elements. Where
there is insufficient physical evidence, make
the form, material and detailing of the new

Complies
Yes

N/A

Discussion
Character defining elements will be
repaired, if possible. Where a character
defining element is sufficiently deteriorated,
it will be replaced with a new element that
matches the form, material and detailing of
the original element.

elements compatible with the character of the
historic place.
11. Conserve heritage values and characterdefining elements when creating new
additions to an historic place or any related
new construction. Make new work physically
and visually compatible with, subordinate to
and distinguishable from the historic place.

Yes

12. Create any new additions or related new
construction so that the essential form and
integrity of an historic place will not be
impaired if the new work is removed in the
future.

Yes

The new addition will not displace character
defining elements (or architectural features
that are consistent with the restoration
period).
The new addition will be oriented away from
South Street and utilize a modern design
and modern materials. Further, the third
storey will be setback roughly 2.4m (8ft)
from the dwelling’s rear wall and the fourth
through eighth storeys will be setback
roughly 5.5m (18ft) from the dwelling’s rear
wall.
The current rear addition will be removed to
partially reinstate the dwelling’s historic
hipped-roof profile and accommodate a
new 8-storey addition. The new, modern
addition could be removed so that the
essential form of the historic place is
maintained.

TREATMENT: RESTORATION
Restoration is the action or process of accurately revealing, recovering or representing the state of a historic
place or of an individual component, as it appeared at a particular period in its history, while protecting its
heritage value.
STANDARDS 13-14
13. Repair rather than replace characterdefining elements from the restoration period.
Where character-defining elements are too
severely deteriorated to repair and where
sufficient physical evidence exists, replace
them with new elements that match the forms,
materials and detailing of sound versions of
the same elements.

Complies
Yes

14. Replace missing features from the
restoration period with new features whose
forms, materials and detailing are based on
sufficient physical, documentary and/or oral
evidence.

Yes

N/A

Discussion
All character defining elements from the
restoration period will be repaired, if
possible. Where character defining
elements are deteriorated or were
previously lost, sufficient physical and
photographic evidence exists to create
sound versions of said elements.

Several missing or modified character
defining elements from the restoration
period (i.e., hipped-roof profile, chimneys,
front façade, eastern open porch, etc.) will
be reinstated, in accordance with physical
or documentary evidence.

